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It has been already seven years since I joined the Company. I wan-
ted to share with you the sense of achievement I feel when I look 
back at how the Company has changed over these years.

The milestones are too many to mention, but center stage are our 
new product launches, market share gains across all the three weft 
insertion technologies (N.B. Itema is the only brand that offers the 
top three technologies for weft insertion: rapier, airjet and projecti-
le), and the far-reaching Company turnaround.

We have completely re-designed our production by implementing 
Lean Manufacturing across all our sites. We have invested non-
stop in innovation and automation. Our innovation hub, the Itema-
Lab, was awarded the 2016 Italian Mechatronics Award for the ad-
vanced research efforts and the progress towards the “loom of the 
future” project. We streamlined our product portfolio, every year 
launching new weaving machines as a result of more innovations 
and less time-to-market. In fact, our new “entries” have consistent-
ly made history with overwhelming market acceptance and high 
rates of repeat orders.

Ing. Carlo Rogora
Itema Group CEO

Message of the CEO

The whirlwind growing acceptance of our technology is proof that 
innovation, coupled with strong know-how, does pay back. We re-
main focused not only on meeting and exceeding weavers’ needs, 
but on going beyond, anticipating future market requirements. With 
our shareholders’ full-fledged support, we continue to concentra-
te our extensive twin-R&D department efforts on offering better, 
smarter, faster solutions, increased performances, reduced consu-
mption and enhanced user-friendliness.

And this year especially, as in 2017 we celebrated the important 
landmark of the 50th anniversary of our first rapier loom, we aim 
even higher, to be closer than ever to you, celebrating our past and 
building together our future.
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Itema Group is present in China since 2003 with extensive sales 
and after-sales teams, world-class production and assembly facili-
ties with a mission to ensure the highest possible standard of weav-
ing solutions and a complete product and service offering available 
for all Itema Customers. In fact, the Italian technology major has 
invested in the optimization, process improvement and overhaul 
of all the manufacturing sites across the world (N.B. the Company 
produces in Italy, Switzerland and China) with a clear strategy in 
mind to offer the very latest, most advanced, and highest guaran-
tee weaving technology close to where Itema Customers are.

In 2014 the Company inaugurated the new premises of its Chinese 
branch, which was moved to a strategic location in Shanghai and 
featuring modern and dynamic facilities, designed to combine the 
best welcoming environment for Customers with an organized and 
structured manufacturing and assembling plant to ensure the high-
est quality standards.
Itema Weaving Machinery China headquarters, besides the world-
class assembly plant and commercial, administration and order desk 
offices, feature a show room with all the latest Itema machines mod-
els, a spare parts warehouse and logistics hub, an Electronic and 
Mechanical Repair Center and the Itema Campus training center.

Itema Weaving Machinery China:
the Itema lesson on how to be closer to Customers
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The top-notch Itema organization in China counts 150 employees 
and an assembly line based on the most modern lean manufactur-
ing concepts implemented at the Company’s headquarters in Italy. 
In 2016, in an unprecedented move, Itema released a manifesto to 
match even better than before the exact weaving requirements of 
Customers with latest and most advanced technology, designed 
with Customer needs in mind and delivered in faster-than-ever 
delivery times. In fact, Itema assembles the latest generation ma-
chinery in the world-class manufacturing sites both in Europe, as 
well as in China, with the same attention to detail and quality, reli-
ability and performance guarantee that Itema Customers look for 
when they purchase Itema machines. The only manufacturer in the 
weaving industry to adopt this future-oriented strategy, Itema firmly 
believes that Chinese and worldwide weavers always deserve the 
latest and most advanced technology available in the market.

Itema bravely decided to completely redefine how the loom man-
ufacturing industry approaches Chinese market by providing to 
its Customers the certainty that, no matter where they are in the 
world, no matter what fabric they weave, when choosing an Itema 
loom, they get the guarantee of the absolute best in the market, 
better and faster than they would expect and produced exactly 
how and where they want.

Two years on from the launch of this strategy Itema’s approach has 
proved to be more than successful. A constantly well-filled order 
book and a substantial boost in market share for the Itema looms 
assembled in China represent undeniable success evidences and 
clearly confirm that offering nothing less than the best is the key to 
establish win-win partnerships with Customers.
During ITMA Asia 2018 days, Itema will invite its worldwide Cus-
tomers and Guests to visit its premises in Shanghai where visitors 
will have the opportunity to see first-hand the Company’s cut-
ting-edge organization in China. 
For the ones willing to visit Itema Weaving Machinery China the 
registration will be possible at the Itema booth reception (Hall 3 – 
C25) where a shuttle bus will be provided to reach its China based 
branch for a detailed guided tour.
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ItemaCampus,
the Itema way to approach trainings

No matter how easy to use and intuitive the latest-generation 
equipment, training remains a key element when it comes to get-
ting the most out of your looms. Although the near future points 
towards ever-more-self-adjusting, artificial-intelligence-powered 
Industry 4.0 advanced weaving machinery, we still believe that the 
human factor remains as important as ever in ensuring the maxi-
mum performances from your weaving equipment.

This is why, Itema strongly encourages Customers to schedule 
dedicated and tailor-made training courses for key weaving per-
sonnel at our new ItemaCampus facilities, which opened doors in 
June 2015. Hands-on training for the key product groups, includ-
ing Rapier R9500, Rapier R9500terry and Airjet A9500, to mention 
just a few, takes place here under the careful supervision of highly 
trained personnel, textile engineers and technologists from across 
the Itema Group.

The Customer feedback has been extremely positive, and our 
Product Care and Service team are already working hard at bring-
ing ItemaCampus quality of courses for the benefit of every Itema 
Customer. 

Itema HQ training facilities now offer a modern 
and fully functional space called ItemaCampus

Red Dot News - Spring 2017
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On October 4th, 2017, Itema opened the doors of our brand-
new, state-of-the-art training center - ItemaCampus - in Lahore,         
Pakistan.

During the Grand Opening ceremony at which over 100 repre-
sentatives of the elite of the Pakistan textile industry attended, 
along with high-level dignitaries, Itema in close collaboration with 
Noon International - the sole and exclusive sales and after-sales 
agent for Itema’s advanced weaving machinery in Pakistan -       
unveiled the ItemaCampus, along with the innovative airjet and 
rapier technology installed on the premises for the benefit of the 
growing base of Customers, as well as students and interested 
stakeholders. 

In the presence of Chief Guests Mr Aamir Fayyaz Sheikh, Chair-
man of the All-Pakistan Textile Mills Association and CEO of 
Kohinoor Mills and His Excellency the Italian Ambassador to 
Pakistan, Mr Stefano Pontecorvo, the Itema Group HQ dele-
gates, including the Group Sales & Marketing Director, Mr Chris-
tian Straubhaar, Mr Franco Brambilla, the Head of Sales responsi-
ble for Pakistan, together with the team of Itema and Noon sales, 
after-sales and marketing personnel presented the latest market 
trends, the innovative and unique features of Itema technology, as 
well as the actual looms which were the real stars of the Opening 

ItemaCampus Lahore

ceremony, sparking great curiosity among Mill owners and man-
agement in attendance.

Mr Christian Straubhaar, Group Sales & Marketing Director of Itema 
Group said at the Opening ceremony: “We are celebrating a new 
milestone for our Company in Pakistan, one of the most strategical-
ly important markets for Itema and a country with a strong potential 
for continued growth. The concept of the Campus is to bring Itema 
to Pakistan because we believe that a physical presence in a coun-
try is essential in order to create a dynamic and positive environ-
ment for business. We want to bring Itema closer to our Customers 
and the ItemaCampus training center is our strong commitment 
to the Pakistani textile industry, which we are ready to serve with 
our best-in-class, innovative weaving machinery to enable Pakistani 
Mills to produce highest quality fabrics and achieve maximum suc-
cess on the worldwide market.”

“We are very proud to launch our new training center, following in 
the footsteps of the original ItemaCampus in Italy, inaugurated in 
2015. We want all our Customers to feel welcome and to experi-
ence first-hand the prowess and technological superiority of Itema 
weaving machinery range in an open and modern space with a 
‘campus’ feel,“ added Mr Straubhaar.
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Itema has a brand-new Training Portal, which is now live online as 
part of our website to enhance our Customers’ Experience.
It is now possible for you to view and choose the training course of 
your interest based on modules available per machine model and 
Itema Campus location.
The Customers will also be able to send an online registration re-
quest directly from the Portal.
The new section is already published in English and will soon be 
available also in other languages of our website.

In the meantime, feel free to experience it for yourself at following 
link: http://www.itemagroup.com/en/products/training/

Itema Training Portal

Closer to Customers

“No matter how easy to use and intuitive the latest-generation 
weaving equipment from Itema, training remains a key element 
when it comes to getting the most out of your looms,” continued 
Mr Straubhaar. “This is why Itema strongly encourages Customers 
to take full advantage of this facility and schedule dedicated train-
ing courses for key weaving personnel at our new, fully-functional 
and ergonomic ItemaCampus facilities.

Hands-on training for the latest Itema Rapier R9500 and Airjet 
A9500 series looms, as well as the Projectile P7300HP V8 and 
the R9500terry looms currently takes place at various Itema loca-
tions around the world, including the original ItemaCampus at the 
Corporate Headquarters in Colzate, Italy, as well as in a number of 
training centers globally, including the following locations:

• Wollerau, Switzerland

• Shanghai, China

• Coimbatore, India

• Ibaraki, Japan

• Spartanburg, USA.

With the opening of the first ItemaCampus in Lahore, Pakistan, 
select training courses will now be offered locally, based on Cus-
tomer interest. Last, but not least, in addition to training at the 
above locations, Itema offers professional training courses for op-
erators and maintenance personnel directly at Customer Mills for 
maximum convenience and efficiency.

In the meantime, 
feel free to experience it 
for yourself!

Red Dot News - Autumn 2017 Red Dot News - Winter 2018

http://www.itemagroup.com/en/products/training/
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At the Itema booth, visitors will have the chance to meet our dedica-
ted Product Care and Spare Parts teams and explore the range of 
options available to get the most out of the Itema looms, including:

• high-quality replacement parts and fast turnaround and deli-
very time; 

• upgrade & conversion kits to optimize machine performance 
and retrofit latest Itema innovations on your existing looms;

• electric, electronic and mechanic repairs from qualified Itema 
personnel and authorized service agent network; and

• dedicated training in one of the ItemaCampus locations or on 
Customer site.

Be Original
You invested in the latest and most innovative weaving machinery 
on the market by choosing Itema. You are producing some of the 
most imaginative and complex fabrics that your design teams are 
busy creating and, hopefully, your customers are busy ordering. If 
a part breaks unexpectedly, you want the fastest and most reliable 
support to get your looms back on track. 

The first step to pro-
tect your weaving 
machinery equipment 
and investment is to 
choose strictly origi-

nal spare parts. Our replacement parts, going back to the origins of 
our weaving machines and covering the full range of machinery 
from the early days of Somet, Vamatex, Sultex and now Itema, are 
designed for the perfect fit and optimum performance.

Thanks to our advanced, lean manufacturing capabilities, we can 
make-to-order quickly and efficiently using 100% latest-model, 
5-axis CNC machinery deployed throughout our production sites. 
Stringent quality controls are carried out to check for any devia-
tions or imperfections.

No matter how good an alternative may seem, it is, at best, re-
verse-engineered, but mostly approximated, fake, suboptimal, and 
most definitely not ideally matched with your weaving machine. 
Using original parts has proven to extend the lifetime and improve 
the performance of the equipment in your weaving plant. 

During ITMA ASIA 2018, Itema will dedicate a special section
of the stand to highlight the important after-sales products
and lifetime support available for Itema Customers

Our sales and service representatives can discuss with you first-
hand the advantages of choosing original parts, as well as the ran-
ge of other options at hand to provide you the full support you may 
require.

myItema
Our OEM online shop, myItema, is an intuitive web-based ordering 
system that provides a simple, easy-to-use tool for our Customers 
to browse through our parts catalog, create a shopping list of parts 
required, and order parts directly. This system also provides the 
option to receive quotations and availability indications prior to pla-
cing an order, as well as the ability to track the order progress and 
status online.

Ordering your genuine spare parts online could not be easier.
Once you log in, access the “Spare Parts Ordering” section, cho-
ose “Quotation” or “Order”, and the category “Itema Product” for 
SOMET – VAMATEX – ITEMA branded rapier and airjet machines 
or “Sulzer/Sultex Product” for SULZER – SULTEX branded machi-
nes and ITEMA projectile looms. 

Search in myItema by part code, add from the machine catalog 
available online or import from an Excel file or a saved wishlist.
Request your myItema account (sparepartsservice@itemagroup.
com) to discover for yourself the full functionality of our Customer 
portal.

Did you know? 

Large organizations can benefit from multiple myItema user ac-
counts in order to extend the benefits of the Itema online portal 
more widely. Up to five different accounts can be requested for the 
same company, of which only one could be authorized to proceed 
to order. In this way, your weaving mill personnel and/or purchasing 
department can prepare the shopping basket ahead of time and 
only the designated person who is specifically authorized, can click 
to place the order.
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Upgrade & Conversion Kits
Itema offers a comprehensive portfolio of upgrade and conversion 
solutions aimed at bringing the latest Itema innovations straight to 
your weaving mill.
Boost your machine performance, restore or improve functionality 
or extend the lifetime of your equipment.
It is now possible to retrofit your existing weaving machinery, going 
back to the earliest models made by historic brands which now 
make up Itema, such as Sulzer/Sultex, Somet and Vamatex.
Whether you are looking to optimize machine performance, impro-
ve user-friendliness and ergonomics, reduce operating costs, or 
start producing new styles of fabrics, Itema has the right upgrade 
solution for you.
Browse through the Kits catalog now available in our myItema 
e-commerce shop or contact your Itema sales or service represen-
tative today to ask for more information.

Repair Services
Our professional teams of experienced mechanical, electronic and 
electrical technicians provide a full range of comprehensive repair 
services to help get your weaving machines back into production
and reduce downtime. All electronic, electrical and mechanical re-
pair services are thoroughly tested to ensure quality and perfor-
mance. 

Electronic Repair Services
Itema factory-trained technicians offer the full range of electronic 
and electrical repair services, including servo motor repairs and in-
verter drive repairs, printed electronic circuit boards and processor 
controls repairs, to name just a few. Specialized Itema Electronic 

Repair Centers offer
high-quality, fast and efficient service in Italy, Switzerland, China, 
Japan, USA, and India, as well as at select agencies around the 
world and are fully equipped and experienced to address any 
electrical and electronic problems on all makes and models of Ite-
ma equipment.
Mechanical Repair Services
Itema technicians also specialize in mechanical repairs to bring life 
back to your weaving machines.

Closer to Customers
Itema believes in geographic proximity to our Customers. That’s 
why, in addition to the two main European production and automa-
ted distribution hubs in Italy and Switzerland, Itema operates spare 
parts hubs and dedicated service stations also in China, USA, In-
dia, Japan, and relies on an extensive network of carefully selected 
agents and representatives in over 70 countries around the world.

Our spare parts logistics hubs handle a vast assortment of some 
100,000 OEM product codes going back to early-day loom makes 
and models in our weaving machine portfolio.

When you order your OEM replacement or upgrade parts – whether 
directly on myItema online portal, by contacting your Itema sales or 
service representative, or by calling the Itema agent in your coun-
try – your request is automatically forwarded to one of the closest 
Customer Care centers based on the model and make of your we-
aving machine being serviced and on the closest location that can 
dispatch your desired article, thus ensuring the fastest response 
and dispatch time possible and customer service in your language.

Contact information
For any inquiries related to spare part orders, upgrade & conver-
sion kits, pricing, delivery and availability, contact our dedicated 
spare parts order desks near you as follows:

for SOMET – VAMATEX – ITEMA branded rapier and airjet machi-
nes inquiries 
spareparts_it@itemagroup.com

for SULZER – SULTEX branded machines and ITEMA projectile 
looms inquiries
sparepartsservice@itemagroup.com

for all ITEMA loom models and inquiries in Chinese and English for 
the Mainland China
Mr Li Yuh Hu – leo.hu@itemash.com    
Ms Judy Lu –    judy@itemash.com       

for all spare parts inquiries in Asia Pacific countries
Mr Samuel Leung – info@itemaasia.com
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Itema today is a leaner, meaner version of Itema in the past. All this 
is due to the vision, strong will and determination of CEO, Carlo 
Rogora, who, shortly upon arrival five years ago, launched a major 
program to overhaul the production and logistics flows within the 
Company. 

Rogora, an experienced turnaround operations executive with a 
solid track-record, within a short period of time, built a dedica-
ted task force of “lean” professionals with the mandate to entirely 
rethink all the Company’s flows related to production and logistics 
processes, to eliminate inefficiencies, in order to bring immediate 
benefit to Itema Customers. 

The ultimate objective was to increase Itema Group’s ability to 
meet Customer needs, ensuring the necessary flexibility, agility and 
ability to quickly respond to changes in a highly variable market, 
reducing lead time, whilst, at the same time, providing even better 
levels of service, quality and cost. 

This is how Itema embarked on the arduous journey to streamline 
and to optimize the manufacturing facilities around the globe, 
from Colzate in Italy to Zuchwil in Switzerland and all the way 
to Shanghai in China. Now all Itema plants are real flaghsips of 
world-class manufacturing in full compliance of the most stringent 
Lean Manufacturing principles. 

The “Lean” project initially focused on the Group’s main factory in 
Colzate spanning the entire process from Mechanical Machining, 
Pre-Assembly, Assembly, and Quality Control. Shortly thereafter, 
Lean Production’s implementation activities were rolled out also 
within the Shanghai assembly site, with a view to increase the in-
tegration and standardization of processes at Group level. Last, 
but not least, a dedicated team was put in place and charged with 
re-modernization of the ex-Sulzer plant in Zuchwil, Switzerland, 
which still today produces the legendary projectile loom, revered 
worldwide by real aficionados of this technology. 

Efforts across all plants focused first on labor-intensive areas, with 
the aim of significantly reducing throughput times, gradually ma-
king the switch from a push-type production to a pull-type logic 
that ensures that every single step along the way leads to real value 
creation within the manufacturing departments.

The past four years have meant a major overhaul and 
wide-reaching  re-organization activities with the goal to streamline, 
optimize and modernize the production facilities of Itema Group 
located around the world, from  Colzate to Zuchwil to Shanghai, 
in full compliance of Lean Manufacturing principles

In order for this to happen, the Company had to rethink its own 
internal and external logistic flows, thus involving, in addition to the 
Production area, also the Logistics and Purchasing areas.
The activities implemented have focused on the Pre-Assembly 
area and were later extended to the Assembly department. In par-
ticular, efforts have concentrated on:

• Value stream mapping of the entire production process

• “5S” activity (where “5S” stands for a workplace organization 
method that uses a list of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton, 
seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke, which can be translated from 
Japanese as “sort”, “set in order”, “shine”, “standardize” and 
“sustain”)

• Re-layout of sub-groups of pre-assembly

• Implementation of internal kanban logic (“kanban” is an 
inventory system to control the supply chain in order to 
achieve Just-In-Time manufacturing)

• Application of one-piece-flow concept internally to the pre-
assembly job-shops

• Reviewing the logic of kitting and reorganizing internal logistic 
flows to the department.

The Itema Lean Manufacturing project set very challenging goals, 
both in terms of lead time, as well as waste reduction and producti-
vity improvements. In parallel with the lean manufacturing process, 
major investments in the production plant through tailor-made 
CNC equipment were made, further boosting the flexibility, the ca-
pacity and the capability of Itema plants. 

The results so far speak for themselves, with more than doubling 
the production capacity of the existing plants, thus being able to 
meet the constantly growing demand for Itema weaving machinery 
and to ensure the shortest lead-time in the market. 

But, we do not stop here. We continue proudly and committed on 
our way towards Lean Company mentality for the sustained benefit 
of Itema Customers.

Red Dot News - Summer 2017
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How Itema builds weaving machines

in the time of 4.0

To complement the series about our Lean Manufacturing makeo-
ver, we’d like to share with you a sneak peek at how Itema’s ad-
vanced weaving machines are designed and produced in today’s 
interconnected and fast-paced “4.0” world.

To put our across-the-board efforts into perspective, it is important 
to understand that we at Itema truly believe that in order to main-
tain and grow our weaving machinery’s market competitiveness, 
we have to start, first and foremost, on improving our own way of 
working.

Itema’s approach to tackling the 4.0 world of possibilities and 
applying it to our everyday’s production is to start from the bot-
tom-up—from each department, based on an in-depth analysis 
of the working conditions of the main player in each process: the 
human being.

The real requirements behind process optimization of quality, safe-
ty, efficiency are the key drivers of the investment decisions taken 
by management and of the enabling technologies chosen for the 
Company.

The overarching vision of a Smart Factory fully embraces our cor-
porate lean thinking, ingrained in every activity and in our way of 
working. The main focus of everything we do is on the final cus-
tomer and where each single improvement action is carried out 
with the objective of identifying and eliminating any and all ineffi-
ciencies or non-value added activities out from the transformation 
flow of the underlying production process.

There is much talk nowadays about what a 4.0 approach may 
mean in theory, but let’s delve a bit deeper into our particular cor-
porate practices that are implemented with the a view to enable 
and expedite the transition to a Smart Factory.

The implementation of a mixed-model assembly line across all our 
production and assembly facilities worldwide required in itself the 
development of an adequate and robust IT system in order to man-
age the high variability of activities and operations required at the 
various workstations along each assembly line.

The workstations which encountered the highest variability in the 
types of activities performed by assembly line operators were 
equipped with latest-generation of smart tablets to enable the 
workers to access in real-time the exact documentation related 
to the assembly operations due to be performed at that station at 
that particular time.

The smart tablets are loaded with detailed information related ex-
clusively to the exact weaving machine model and operations to 
be performed on that loom model at that exact workstation on 
that day. Using a barcode scanner, the operator identifies the loom 
which has moved into the specified position on the assembly line, 
and as a result, the exact sequence of operations and activities 
to be performed for that particular loom, accompanied by visual 
tutorials just in case a refresher is required (this is due to the high 
variability of configurations and the highest percentage of special 
versions for which Itema prouds itself of handling in order to mir-
ror exactly the specific requirements of our Customers, rather than 
supply out-of-the-box standard weaving machines that may or 
may not fully meet weaving mills’ needs.

This set-up has allowed us to achieve an extremely well-qualified 
and cross-functional pool of assembly line workers and resources, 
able to perform the widest range of operations that span all the 
weaving machines in Itema’s product portfolio and the tailor-made 
solutions designed for Itema Customers. The end results have 
been remarkable not only in terms of quality and improved flexi-
bility, but also, and, most significantly, when it comes to employee 
motivation and their overall job satisfaction.

Smart Factory also stands for workplace safety and safeguarding 
the health and well-being of our workers, and we are pleased to 
say that our characteristic innovative approach and problem-solv-
ing thinking has extended also to this vital aspect of our daily op-
erations.
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In terms of energy saving, in 2016 Itema made a first important 
step towards Building Automation, introducing on all the tech-
nology platforms the so-called KNX Bus (world-class standard 
compliant with all the main European and international standards 
that allows the automated and decentralized management of the 
buildings’ technological systems) and installing a Movicon™ BA 
Scada / HMI control and management interface. The system cur-
rently controls and manages the heating system, monitoring and 
recording all the related technical alarms and providing for their no-
tification: the alarm signals are notified via email and/or SMS to the 
personnel available ensuring timely assessment and intervention. 
The system architecture is managed by a centralized virtual server 
where Movicon™ BA resides, supervisor that allows to concen-
trate and integrate all the subsystems of the plant, even from differ-
ent networks and devices. The data recorded on the database will 
then be made available automatically through the graphic objects 
prepared for this purpose, such as tabular display windows, grids, 
trends, reports, in order to improve energy efficiency and cut oper-
ating costs, thus significantly reducing CO2 emissions and energy 
consumption.

To further bolster our actions in terms of ensuring maximum work-
place safety, which is of extreme importance to all of us at Ite-
ma, our Company invested in a latest-generation, proactive Fleet 
Management system specifically dedicated to the forklifts utilized 

in the day-to-day operations. Using on-board telematic systems 
and transmitting data via GPRS/3G, the system allows the pre-
cise measurement of every activity of each forklift and its operator, 
including work hours, battery levels and management, as well as 
accidents, if any. Through an identical process, the data can be 
transmitted to the forklift, for example by loading the operators’ 
authorizations, updating the software and resetting the forklifts, in 
case of any accident. All information is available through an online 
portal and not only. Some of the most important and relevant in-
formation can also be accessed using a dedicated Mobile App. 
The ability to control information flow to/from forklift fleet inevitably 
leads to a significant reduction in potential accidents, as well as 
leads to improved work safety. The system also allows the remote 
access and, if necessary, blockage of partial or full functionality of 
any forklifts, that may be deemed unfit due to safety problems until 
they are fully restored and validated to enter back into operation.

The above are just a few specific examples of solutions studied 
and implemented by Itema in the context of our steady transition 
to Smart Factory, which also touch on other area of our production 
activities such as AGV assembly lines, “Just in Sequence” supply 
system, “Equipment Automation” and others yet. We will keep you 
up-to-date on our Smart Factory and 4.0 activities in future Red 
Dot News editions. 

Red Dot News - Winter 2018
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Lamiflex invented the first flexible rapier tape in the market and is 
now an undisputed technological leader when it comes to advan-
ced composite materials design and manufacture of best-in-class 
tapes and accessories for weaving, as well as a broad range of 
other industries. First result of synergies between Itema and Lami-
flex is the brand-new TLC triple-layer carbon tape featured on 
the R95002denim.
In addition to the core business of weaving machines, Itema is di-
versifying into the industrial segment and is now the majority owner 
of Lamiflex, leading supplier of high-performance technical compo-
site products and accessories to the textile machinery industry, and 
not only. This strategic partnership with Lamiflex enables Itema to 
leverage the consolidated know-how and over 40-year expertise in 
carbon fiber and other composite materials markets and to work 
together with Lamiflex on constantly improving the lifetime and per-
formance of the best-in-class rapier tapes, sprocket wheels and 
other key components of our weaving machines.

From Inventor to Market Leader
If Lamiflex is now a leading manufacturer of composite materials, 
this is thanks to a visionary business idea in 1976 that led the com-
pany to design and produce a brand-new type of flexible rapier 
tape for rapier weaving machines. The first nylon tapes easily mel-
ted at high speeds. Lamiflex designed a new composite cotton and 
phenolic-resin tape that could cope with higher loom speeds - this 
invention changed the textile machinery industry for ever.
Composite rapier tapes are, in fact, the historical Lamiflex product 
that has always been at the center of research and company in-
novation. It is known and appreciated throughout the world and is 
still today the jewel in the crown of a company that is not only the 
inventor, but also the undisputed technological and market leader 
for this type of product.  For more than forty years and despite 
the growing diversification into other sectors, rapier tapes and their 
continuous improvement remain in the heart and mind of everyone 
who works in Lamiflex, now even more so, thanks to renewed en-
thusiasm and closer-than-ever collaboration with Itema.

A product that has changed the history and the world of textile 
manufacturing
Weaving mills worldwide increasingly choose rapier weft insertion 
technology for the unparalleled versatility and fabric quality unbe-
atable among other technologies when producing the full range of 
woven textiles, from apparel, to luxurious home textiles, and highly 
complex technical applications and weaves, to name just a few. 
Wherever there is a rapier weaving machine, there is a need for one 
of its most strategically important components – the flexible rapier 
tapes. Lamiflex’ continuous R&D and 40-year expertise in advan-

At ITMA Asia 2018, in Hall 3 – Booth E9, Lamiflex representatives 
will be on hand to demonstrate the most comprehensive portfolio 
of original flexible rapier tapes, sprocket wheels and other 
accessories on the market. 

ced materials and composite solutions is instrumental in ensuring 
that Lamiflex tapes are, and remain, the absolute benchmark and 
best-in-class when it comes to the highest performance in the mar-
ket, capable to develop alongside, and anticipate even, the brea-
kthrough developments in the highly competitive textile machinery 
industry.
In the sector of textile machinery industry, Lamiflex has also inven-
ted other important accessory products like sprocket wheels (gear 
wheels for moving the rapier tapes). Lamiflex is, to this day, the 
main supplier of rapier tapes and accessory products to the top, 
most prominent OEMs of advanced rapier weaving machines. 

Business Diversification
In addition to weaving accessories, Lamiflex is broadening its mar-
ket reach into a number of other sectors where light-weight, hi-
gh-performance advanced composite materials are key, such as 
aeronautics, medical, and a large number of industrial applications, 
from packaging to flexo printing, to paper mills, water desalination 
systems, and many others. Lamiflex is able to offer tailor-made, re-
al-time service for its customers, thanks to a number of advanced 
technologies – Solvent Impregnation, Filament Winding, Pultrusion 
& Pullwinding, Wrapping, Progressive & Multi-Chamber Presses, 
Autoclaves, Resin Transfer Moulding and Low Pressure Moulding 
Compound – and lean production processes.

Itema and Lamiflex: a partnership to develop innovative so-
lutions
Since the 2017 merger with Itema, the two companies work to-
gether in great synergy, combining and sharing know-how on an 
open co-engineering platform with the ultimate goal to develop the 
best weaving components and dynamic loom accessories, inclu-
ding the Number 1 Tape and Number 1 Sprocket Wheel on the 
market today: high performance, hi-tech rapier tapes and sprocket 
wheels for a wide range of weaving machines. This is a partner-
ship of two market leaders working closely, looking for synergies 
across the organizations, and especially in R&D, sharing expertise, 
collaborating openly, enabling the cross-fertilization of ideas, and 
real-time prototyping and testing.

Lamiflex is already the exclusive supplier of rapier tapes and 
sprocket wheels for the best-selling Itema Rapier R9500 loom se-
ries. The very first result of synergies between Itema and Lamiflex 
is the successful joint development of the brand-new, high-perfor-
mance TLC triple-layer carbon rapier tape created for the brea-
kthrough R95002denim presented at ITMA ASIA 2018.
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iSAVER™ by ItemaLab SK UltraLight Rapiers

Enhanced Itema Shed Geometry Optimized Ergonomy New Ergonomic Rapier Opener
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The second generation of the Itema denim-dedicated rapier weaving machine, theR95002denim will be exhibited for the first time in China 
for the benefit of Asia-Pacific weavers. 
Launched in April 2018, the Itema R95002denim already became the success case of the year, amassing interest and requests from all 
over the world. ITMA Asia visitors will see first-hand the extraordinary advantages provided to denim weavers by the R95002denim. 
Unparalleled cost savings, superior fabric quality and outstanding user-experience are the key words of the R95002denim which features 
breakthrough devices and enhanced skills guaranteeing an unrivalled competitive advantage in the market to denim mills.
Saving is the crucial point of the R95002denim. Not only the optimization of the main mechanical components allows a considerable 
energy consumption reduction but the machine is equipped with the iSAVER™, a revolutionary device, never-before-seen in the industry, 
that eliminates the waste selvedge on the left-hand side of the fabric thus leading to unparalleled savings.
R95002denim is produced with the same quality guarantee in both Itema world class manufacturing plants in Italy and in China, guaran-
teeing the fastest time to market and the same excellent machine to worldwide Customers.

The new generation of the Itema denim rapier machines comes to the weaver packed-full with denim dedicated, innovative and break-
through devices that put Itema - once again - one step ahead in the field of denim, guaranteeing an unrivalled competitive advantage in 
the market to denim mills running the new Itema machine thanks to tangible benefits ensured by brand-new innovations:

UNPARALLELED COST SAVINGS:

01. iSAVER™ by ItemaLab                                              
Breakthrough mechatronic innovation to eliminate 
the waste selvedge on the left side of the fabric.                                    
No Warp and Weft Waste Leading to Unparalleled Cost 
Savings

02. Energy Saving                                                                    
The optimization of the machine main mechanical 
components and lubrication system allows a 
considerable energy consumption reduction.                                  
Substantial Cost Savings

03. New Tape-Hook System                                        
Redesigned and optimized, the tape-hook system provides 
the remarkable benefit of significantly extending components’ 
lifetime. The new Itema tapes developed by Lamiflex, an Itema 
Group company specializing in composite materials, feature 
an innovative configuration with a triple layer of carbon fiber.                                   
Maximum Components Reliability

SUPERIOR FABRIC QUALITY:

04. SK UltraLight Rapiers                                                  
Specially designed to meet specific indigo fabric needs. 
The rapiers’ revolutionary design ensures their reduced 
dimensions and maximum lightness. Streamlined and 
lightweight, the SK UltraLight Rapiers provide a high-precision       
grip and guarantee superior textile performances.                                                             
Superior Textile Performances

05. Enhanced Itema Shed Geometry                                                                           
The worldwide recognized as best-in-class Itema 
Shed Geometry takes here a further step towards 
perfect fabric quality. In fact, the smallest shed 
opening in the market ensures unsurpassed 
denim quality, hand-feel and appearance.                                                              
Unmatched Fabric Quality and Textile Versatility

OUTSTANDING USER-EXPERIENCE

06. Optimized Ergonomy                                                        
The R95002denim features a lowered front 
frame to facilitate machine accessibility for the 
weaver when carrying out daily textile operations.                                                       
Improved Machine Accessibility

07. Itema Textile Help                                                                
The NCP – New Common Electronic Platform features 
a new important tool for the weaver: the Itema Textile 
Help customized for denim fabrics. An advanced 
and at the same time intuitive troubleshooting software 
that supports the weaver with concrete solutions to 
easily and quickly overcome the most common textile 
difficulties that may occur during the weaving cycle.                                                                                   
Real-Time Support to Weavers

08. New Ergonomic Rapier Opener                                                                            
Allowing the weaver to 
carry out the necessary 
set-up operations in 
just a few, quick moves 
and without the need 
of additional tools.                                                                    
Easy Set-Up Operations   

09. ISD-Independent 
Selvedge Device                                                                                   
The new design ensures 
reduced maintenance 
due to minimized 
dust accumulation.                                          
Reduced Maintenance
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Weave Responsibly

€ 2.000 
Less

20Mln Liters 
Water Less

1.000 Kg 
Cotton Less

If one were to guess on which will be the innovation that will spark 
the attention of visitors during the upcoming ITMA Asia, he could 
easily bet on iSAVER™.
Since ever rapier weaving technology implicates warp and weft 
waste formation at both fabric sides. But today, Itema changes 
the rules of the game.
ItemaLab™, the Itema Advanced Innovation Department, devel-
oped a breakthrough device – iSAVER™ – able to completely 
eliminate the left-hand weft waste, leading to unparalleled 
benefits.
iSAVER™ is based on the latest and most advanced mechatronic 
principles which provide weavers with a highly
innovative, yet intuitive and simple-to-operate device where set-up 
is possible directly from the machine console. Moreover, the device 
does not hinder in any way the operating speed of the loom and in 
case of fabric width adjustments the iSAVER™ stays in its position 
since the weaver just needs to work on the right side of the fabric 
by setting an asymmetric width reduction.

Working up to four weft colors/yarns, iSAVER™ features four 
small clamps that hold the yarn during the weft insertion cycle and 
that move according to the weft that has to be inserted in the fab-
ric. By inserting the weft yarns in the fabric without the need of 
additional yarns, the iSAVER™ eliminates the false selvedge on 
the left side of the fabric significantly reducing raw material waste 
leading to never-seen-before cost savings and setting a new 
benchmark in sustainable weaving.

Just consider that the weaver will gain in average a saving of € 
2.000 per year per machine, and our planet will gain even more. 
In fact, for the first time in the weaving industry, a sustainable ap-
proach when choosing the weaving equipment is now possible. 
Thanks to iSAVER™, 1.000 Kg of cotton per machine per year – 
the 3% of the total raw materials - will be saved, thus avoiding the 
waste of 20 million liters of water.

When innovation goes hand in hand with sustainability

Numbers are clear: the introduction of iSAVER™ clearly sets a new 
benchmark in terms of sustainability within denim fabric produc-
tion meeting the requirements of the most famous fashion brands 
which are more and more oriented towards a sustainable fabric 
manufacturing. Furthermore, the iSAVER™ is one of the key fea-
tures of the Itema R95002denim, the rapier weaving machine born 
and designed to weave denim guaranteeing to weavers superior 
textile quality, outstanding user-friendliness and tangible energy 
and raw materials saving. 
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Latest generation Touch-Screen 
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Mechanical Weft Cutter
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Produced and assembled in the Itema manufacturing plant in China, the R9000 comes at ITMA Asia in a fully revamped version by bor-
rowing some of the latest Second Generation technological advancements implemented on the Itema R95002denim. The R9000 Second 
Generation will set the machine even further apart from its competition due to tangible and substantial benefits for the weaver. In fact, the 
R90002 has been implemented with optimized components and mechanical highlights leading to significant energy saving and perfor-
mance improvements compared to the previous model. Moreover, the new machine’s ergonomy guarantees an outstanding user-friend-
liness by facilitating machine accessibility for the weaver when carrying out daily textile operations and the Itema Electronic NCP – New 
Common Platform – comes here loaded on a high-performance, super sensitive touch-screen console. The R90002 on show at ITMA 
Asia – weaving a fashion apparel style – is equipped with the Itema FPA – Free Positive Approach weft transfer which - due to no guiding 
elements in the shed – ensures superior versatility. Furthermore, the R90002 will run with the Stäubli dobby 2678 providing enhanced 
speed and superior machine’s performances. 
Here below a quick review of the main machine’s highlights:

The Second Generation of the most successful 
Itema rapier machine assembled in China

01. Energy Saving                                                                    
The optimization of the machine main mechanical 
components and lubrication system allows a 
considerable energy consumption reduction.                                  
Substantial Cost Savings

02. FPA – Free Positive Approach Weft Transfer                                        
No guiding elements in the shed. No friction on warp yarn 
for perfect fabric quality. Optimized Design. Oustanding 
versatility to weave the widest range of fancy, multifilament 
and monofilament yarns.                                   

03. Optimized Ergonomy                                                        
The R90002 features a lowered front frame to 
facilitate machine accessibility for the weaver 
when carrying out daily textile operations.                                                       
Improved Machine Accessibility

04. Latest Generation Touch-Screen Console                                                               
The Itema Electronic NCP – New Common 
Platform – comes here loaded on a high 
performance, super sensitive touch-screen console.                                                                                   
Enhanced User Friendliness

05. Mechanical Weft Cutter                                                                            
Reliable and effective also in the most demanding          
weaving conditions.

06. New Ergonomic Rapier Opener                                                                            
Allowing the weaver to carry out the necessary 
set-up operations in just a few, quick moves 
and without the need of additional tools.                                                                    
Easy Set-Up Operations

07. QRP                                                     
2 year Warranty.                                        
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Ever since the introduction of the first rapier automatic shuttleless 
weaving machine by Somet exactly 50 years ago, the rapier weft 
transfer has been widely associated with versatility - an undenia-
ble advantage over other weft insertion systems when it comes to 
weaving a multitude of patterns and yarns.

Weaving technology has evolved over time to achieve significant 
improvements in performance and production speed, in particular 
in the case of the negative rapier weft transfer system known to 
guarantee excellent machine efficiency and higher productivity. 

The Itema R9500 - the most successful rapier machine in re-
cent history - represents the perfect synthesis of versatility 
and productivity.

Looking back at more than 5 years since its launch in October 
2012 and an impressive installed base around the globe, we can 
attribute the main success factor of the R9500 loom to absolute 
best-in-class textile performances in the market, as confirmed 
also by repeat orders and Customer trial results. 

Itema succeeded in building on the best technical know-how, in-
herited from the fusion of weaving giants Somet, Sulzer and Vama-
tex, with massive and continuous R&D investments, which resulted 
in today’s R9500 success story. The Itema R9500 embodies the 
top aspects of positive and negative rapier weft insertion systems 
offering the best balance between efficiency and versatility for the 
exclusive benefit of Itema Customers.

The Itema R9500 guarantees all the inherent advantages of the 
negative rapier technology, namely higher production speed 
and less maintenance due to the reduced number of mechanical 
parts. In addition, the R9500 ensures excellent efficiency and 
the best textile versatility in the market, hence our definition 
of the Itema R9500 as “the most Positive, Negative rapier ma-
chine in the market.” 

The Itema rapiers have been customized to meet the demand-
ing requirements of weavers, for example by widening the rapiers, 
which feature more open angles to allow even the most coarse 
weft yarns to be inserted.

Itema R9500: 
the most positive negative rapier machine in the history of weaving. 
Coupling superior performances with unparalleled versatility
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The Itema R9500 can actually be equipped with two different rapier 
weft insertion systems:

• the SK Weft Transfer, engineered for speed, provides high 
performances and superior fabric quality. With guided 
rapiers and hooks, it’s the ideal solution in case of fabrics 
such as denim and cotton apparel

• the FPA—Free Positive Approach—Weft Transfer 
combines the versatility of a positive rapier system with 
higher performances and efficiency, enabling to weave with 
endless creative possibilities even the most sophisticated 
fabrics, which require delicate and special yarns such as 
chenille, lurex and bouclé. Featuring a race board with no 
guiding elements in the shed, the FPA Weft Transfer ensures 
a gentle and effective treatment of even the most delicate 
warp yarns. The FPA is the most suitable rapier system to 
weave highly complex styles for furnishing, upholstery, silk 
and technical fabrics, providing the versatility of a positive 
system without sacrificing the performances ensured by 
the negative rapier insertion.

The positive approach of R9500, which makes the Itema rapier 
loom the undisputed market leader in furnishing and technical ap-
plications, is furthermore assured by specific devices, namely the 
Motorized Weft Cutter, the Weft Yarn Selector and the ISD—Inde-
pendent Selvedge Device.

The Motorized Weft Cutter, developed by Itema and introduced 
on the market in 2001, is driven by an independent motor allowing 
for different cutting times for each weft/color. Thanks to the Motor-
ized Weft Cutter, the weaver avoids the time-consuming exercise 
of meticulously finding the best possible compromise to set one 
single cutting time for different types of weft yarns. The end results 
guaranteed by the Itema Motorized Weft Cutter are much-improved 
efficiency and no weft stops due to incorrect settings. Further ben-
efits include weft waste optimization and a perfect weft insertion.

Considering that the weft insertion is a fully-integrated process, 
which involves, besides the rapiers, also other strategic tools, it is 
worthwhile to mention the Itema Weft Yarn Selector - the most 
compact in its category, which provides an easy handling of weft 
and warp yarns thanks to an optimized work area for the operator.

Last but not least, the ISD - Independent Selvedge Device - 
provides an independent setting of the auxiliary selvedges crossing 
and basic shedding patterns, thus leading to superior fabric quality 
due to the fabric behavior which remains tense.

With Itema, the weaver can benefit from the advantages of both 
negative and positive rapier system: be positive, weave negative, 
choose Itema.

Red Dot News - Summer 2017
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When thinking of airjet weft insertion technology the first thing that 
comes to mind is the highest possible production speed achie-
vable. However, airjet experts reading this sentence will immedia-
tely point out that main critical factors when choosing to weave 
with airjet technology are energy consumption—which is inevitably 
higher compared to other weft insertion technologies due to the air 
compressor installation—and the limited textile versatility. 

Itema is traditionally renowned to put the best of expertise and 
textile know-how in its weaving machines, leveraging the strong 
and unparalleled heritage of historic brands that today make up the 
Italian Company: Somet, Sulzer Textil (Sultex) and Vamatex.

In this regard, it’s worth to remember that not only Itema holds the 
record of the first rapier weaving machine introduced in the market 
(by Somet in the 1967), but even on the airjet side the Company 
has the honor of the modern airjet loom development as we know 
it, designed and implemented in 1971 by Sulzer in cooperation 
with leading producers of this weaving technology.

From this strong heritage results the unmatched attention paid by 
Itema to the textile performance of its weaving machines. At the 
end of the day, the main task of a weaving machine is to produce 
fabric, which has to be perfect to meet the demanding requiremen-
ts of weavers’ final customers. Itema knows it very well and exten-
sively works to provide to its Customers weaving machines able to 
weave superior quality fabrics, born to successfully overcome even 
the most stringent quality tests.

It is the case with the Itema airjet machines which combine the 
well-known and common airjet features with the less common and 
yet unparalleled capability to weave high quality and sophisticated 
fabrics.

Unique and innovative features make possible for the weaver to 
expand the yarns range, increasing the versatility of the machine. 
Talking about uniqueness, the Itema Shed Geometry widely reco-
gnized in the industry as the best-in-class, provides an optimized 
beating stroke which is ideal to weave the widest range of fabrics 
and leads to a perfect fabric quality.

Itema Airjet A9500: 
Much more than just an extraordinary weaving machine
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On the innovation side, the Itema patented BLC—Brush Lycra 
Clamp provides utmost performances when weaving elastic weft 
yarns. Thanks to the BLC nozzle, the weft is held without movable 
parts to ensure superior fabric quality and reliability. The device is 
simple and yet ingenious: the BLC is fixed into the main nozzle 
performing the valuable task of keeping the elastic weft yarn avoi-
ding defects due to the continuous air flow. Eliminating the need of 
manual settings and adjustments required by clamps and valves, 
the BLC provides as well unparalleled user-friendliness. As elastic 
yarns are increasingly utilized when weaving stretch denim and ap-
parel fabrics, the BLC can nowadays really make the difference.

Taking into account the delicate, yet fundamental topic of ener-
gy consumption, the Itema airjet weaving machines are by far the 
most innovative in the playground.

Main protagonist of the energy consumption reduction is the pa-
tented iREED®, a real benchmark for the industry, that significantly 
reduces the air consumption whilst guaranteeing a more efficient 
weft insertion. The new reed tunnel shape and new position of the 
relay nozzle optimize the air flow in the reed channel for a higher-ef-
ficiency filling insertion. The saving is also due to the reduced air 
pressure and to the single hole relay nozzle, which, at the same 
time, greatly reduces the need for maintenance of the machine.

Cost saving and superior fabric quality are the keywords of a 
brand-new innovation available on the Itema airjet machines: the 
double tandem nozzles. The double tandem nozzles guarantee a 
perfect distribution of the pushing force on the weft using lower air 
pressure, thus leading to multiple benefits: reduced stress on the 
yarn allowing top fabric quality and the possibility to weave with 
lower pressure ensuring energy saving.

The Itema A9500 series, since market launch in 2011, represent 
the most innovative airjet weaving machines available today 
ensuring weavers the valuable opportunity to weave not only fa-
ster, but also with better fabric quality and in a smarter way 
with the best cost savings.

Red Dot News - Autumn 2017
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Benefits of airjet weaving technology, namely mass productivity 
and reduced employment costs, are evident and commonly rec-
ognized. But, as it does in every field, quality matters. And here 
lies the reason why Itema defines its weaving machines as tools 
for its Customers, where “the only thing more amazing than our 
technology is what weavers do with it” to communicate that, if per-
formances are important, what matters the most and finally gives 
a competitive advantage to fabric manufacturers is precisely the 
fabric quality, a concept that refers to no defects, hand-feel and ap-
pearance of the fabric itself. Itema has an unmatched superiority in 
the market in providing the best textile versatility and superior fabric 
quality, due to its traditional approach of developing advanced and 
unique weft transfer systems with a life-long dedication and shared 
passion for textiles.

In this perspective find their place the Itema airjet weaving ma-
chines A9500 and A9500p which couple the highest machine per-
formances with superior fabric quality.

Especially in specific market segments, it is the case of bed sheet-
ing and home textile fabrics, the possibility to match fabric quality 
with reduced production costs is praiseworthy for the weaver. The 
Itema airjet weaving machines can be customized and equipped 
with dedicated devices to meet this goal and herein we will quickly 
discover some of these technical highlights.

The Itema airjet machines lean and compact structure is made 
with reduced parts compared to other airjet models leading to su-
perior sturdiness and machine reliability whilst providing a signifi-
cant space saving on plant layout.

On the air consumption point of view—crucial point when weaving 
with airjet technology—Itema developed and patented innovative 
devices that today represent a benchmark for the industry of the 
wide width airjet machines:

• the Double Tandem Nozzles which ensure significant cost 
savings due to the lower pressure required in the air flow

• the Low Blow Single Hole Relay Nozzles, a new generation 
of nozzles providing significant air consumption reduction

Excellent fabric quality is ensured by the best-in-class Itema Shed 
Geometry whilst the ISD—Independent Selvedge Device guaran-
tees easy settings and reduced maintenance.

The Itema airjet A9500 and A9500p can be equipped with Full 
Width Reed Tuckers, which guarantee to the weavers the pos-
sibility to reduce reed stock and increase the machine’s flexibility, 
configuration that fits and meets especially the requirements of bed 
sheeting weavers.

Last but not least, to enhance the cost savings for our Customers, 
the Itema airjet A9500 and rapier R9500 series are fully compatible, 
meaning that a significant part of electrical and mechanical compo-
nents are interchangeable leading to reduced spare parts inventory 
and lower operational costs. In this Red Dot News edition you can 
read about two of our Weaving Excellence Brand Ambassador—
Sürü Tekstil —amazing weaver who testify with its own example 
to the Itema A9500 proven and impressive performance, as well 
as to the additional collateral benefits achievable when mills use a 
combination of Itema airjet and rapier technology.

Itema Airjet A9500 & A9500p: 
Designed to weave superior fabric qualty 
with substantial cost saving

Red Dot News - Winter 2018
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Itema Rapier R9500terry: 
The Best Rapier Terry Machine in the market
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Itema, the first and foremost rapier terry loom producer, carries on 
the rich heritage and reputation in terry weaving of historic Sulzer, 
Vamatex and now Itema brands.
Terry cloth represents one of the most fascinating fabrics among all 
woven textiles due to the high mastery required to weave complex 
design patterns. Itema believes that the rapier transfer system is 
the best technology when it comes to producing superior quality 
terry towels, guaranteeing weavers the capability to manufacture 
not only the softest towels, but also the most creative designs to 
meet the requests of home textile brands. 
Launched in 2015, the Itema R9500terry has quickly become an 
absolute market success with installations in more than 30 coun-
tries, from Japan to Guatemala passing through China, Pakistan 
and Botswana, just to name a few. The R9500terry is by far the 
market leader in the countries where terry cloth production on ra-
pier weaving technology is traditionally preferred, namely Portugal, 
Turkey, South Korea, Japan and Italy.

Understanding the underlying drivers that motivate this undisputed 
market success becomes easy when looking at the R9500terry 
technological prowess and unique features, that we will quickly 
now review.
R9500terry is built on the success of its predecessor Silver DT and 
combines the latest Itema developments with innovations especial-
ly developed for terry weaving. The machine’s sturdy structure and 
the advanced electronic and mechanical platforms come from the 
Itema absolute best-seller, the rapier R9500, a real market phe-
nomenon which is proving - since market launch in 2012 - unpar-
alleled reliability and unmatched performances.
R9500’s unique features have been implemented on R9500terry 
to maximize efficiency, speed and reliability, such as the Turboprop 
– the exclusive rapier drive system, the Direct Drive Motor – a 
unique motor for easy operations and settings, and the innovative 
SK Rapiers. 

Furthermore, the R9500terry is available in multiple weaving 
widths, including the 3800mm wide version which is provided to 
the market only by Itema. The textile quality is enhanced due to 
a winning trio of innovative devices: the positive pile back-rest 
roller, the pile formation unit and the ground back-rest roller.
The Itema positive pile back rest roller, unique in the market, 
guarantees a significant optimization of the pile warp tension, dras-
tically reducing the friction during cloth displacement. Driven by 
a single motor, the pile formation unit ensures an easy pile height 
setting directly from the user interface, guaranteeing  superior fab-
ric quality due to the pick-per-pick loop adjustment and cloth dis-
placement up to 28mm (the most advanced in the market), lead-
ing to endless creative possibilities. The ground back-rest roller, 
equipped with light weight cylinders and a load cell to control the 
tension, perfectly drives the yarn’s movement facilitating the shed 
formation. This innovative winning trio of advanced devices fea-
tured on the R9500terry provides unparalleled textile quality and 
utmost versatility.  
If your target is to add an advanced, innovative, highly reliable ter-
ry weaving machine ready to unleash your designers’ talent and 
creativity, the R9500terry is the right choice for your weaving mill.

Red Dot News - Summer 2018
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Born  as a company producing additives for textile dyeing and prin-
ting, in 2004 Changzhou Kailong decided to focus on an emerging 
trend in China: the production of screen mesh fabrics. These very 
fine fabrics are used for the production of  electronic circuit boards, 
touch screen panels and filter fabrics.  As our brand ambassa-
dor Hu Jinpin states, “Good quality goes hand in hand with good 
equipment, and effective machines such as the Itema P7300HP 
allows us to fully satisfy our customers’ needs.” When weaving 
this peculiar kind of fabrics, two are the main crucial factors: pro-
duction capacity and flexibility. Thanks to Itema P7300HP outstan-
ding efficiency level, unbeatable running performances and supe-
rior versatility, Changzhou Kailong can perfectly meet this target 
and successfully weave the widest range of polyester and nylon 
monofilament yarns, from 300 to 6 deniers.

Meet our Brand Ambassador  
Mr. Hu Zhiping, general manager 
of Changzhou Kailong

Qianbaihui Weaving was founded in 2005 in Haining, a famous 
Chinese textile area. The company is today a leading producer of 
high quality upholstery fabrics, supplying several famous high-end 
brands all over the world.
The making of such beautiful fabrics is the result of the perfect mix 
among a skilled weaving team, a continuous R&D work and the 
employment of the best weaving equipment on the market. 
Thanks to the unparalleled flexibility that only the Itema R9500 is 
able to guarantee, Qianbaihui Weaving can easily weave the widest 
range of yarns, reaching the highest fabric’s warp densities with no 
compromises in terms of efficiency and quality.

Meet our Brand Ambassador, 
Mr. Yu Jinchang, 
general manager at Qianbaihui Weaving
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Wanxinglong Textile was founded in 1991 as a towel manufacturing 
mill. Over the years the company has developed till to become a 
diversified group also active in financial and real-estate businesses. 
The partnership with Itema started in 2003, with the purchase of 
the first bunch of Itema airjet A9500 to weave tencel, modal, pure 
cotton, nylon and polyester based fabrics.
Thanks to the high speed and superior textile quality ensured by 
the Itema machines, coupled with the Itema service team ability 
to meet Wanxinglong requirement to quickly adapt to new market 
trends, a simple supplier-customer relation evolved into a strategic 
win-win relationship based on mutual trust and success.

Meet our brand ambassador, 
Mr. Xu Wenzhang, 
general manager of Wanxinglong Textile

the historic partnership and strategic allian-
ce with Itema which represents the natural 
evolution of a constant process of resear-
ch for partners able to support Prosperity 
Textiles’ growth as a sustainable company. 
Prosperity Textiles demonstrated once again 
its green, future-oriented approach by being 
one of the early adopters of the new Itema 
R95002denim equipped with iSAVER™. The 
new plant that the world-famous indigo fa-
brics producer will open in Vietnam will be 
exclusively equipped with the latest Itema 
weaving machine model. Thanks to its par-
tnership with Itema, Prosperity Textiles ma-
kes again a step forward in terms of sustai-
nable innovation, as one of the first denim 
producers able to successfully turn - even 
the weaving production - green.

Meet our Brand Ambassador                            
Mr. Andy Zhong,  
Marketing director of Prosperity Textile

Prosperity Textiles was born as a small weaving mill in 1999 in Shao-
guan, a small city in the northern area of Guangdong province, China. 
Since the very beginning, the company always had a “glocal” vision of 
the market, being able to conciliate the Chinese and the international 
demand, while constantly focusing on innovation. 
Today Prosperity Textiles is one of the main denim producers worldwi-
de, counting 1,300 employees and 20 offices worldwide. Moreover, a 
second state-of-the-art denim mill will be inaugurated in Vietnam in the 
autumn of 2018. What makes Prosperity able to stand out on a global 
scale, is not simply its products high quality but the ability to conciliate 
flawless denim fabric production with a sustainability-oriented mind-
set that permeates every stage of their textile supply chain. Prosperity, 
acting as a pioneer in the textile industry, adopted innovative green ma-
nufacturing concepts through all stages of the company’s operations, 
from product development, raw materials procurement and proces-
sing, to natural resources and energy utilization including waste mana-
gement. In this continuous process of improvement and contribution to 
a greener industry and planet, plays a central role the recent renewal of 
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Meet our Brand Ambassador, 
Mr. Liu Ji, 
general manager of Kingshore

Kingshore Group is a leading producer of high quality terry pro-
ducts, based in Shandong province, China.
Since the first order of Itema looms, the company never stopped to 
purchase the latest models of Itema terry machine. 
Today, more than 300 sets of Itema rapier terry machines are instal-
led in the Company plant, out of which 150 sets of the latest Itema 
model, the R9500terry. 
Kingshore production covers a wide variety of terry fabrics, from 
square towels, bath towels, to towelling coverlets and bathrobes, 
all 100% made with the best imported cotton yarns. Beyond the 
choice of high quality raw materials, also the employment of best-
in-class weaving machines such as Itema R9500terry plays a cen-
tral role in ensuring superior textile performances in terms of softer 
hand-feel and appearance.

Meet our brand ambassador, 
Mr Liu Hengshan, general manager of 
Zibo Daranfang Silk Group

Daranfang Group, based in Shandong, is a leading producer of silk 
fabrics that has shown over the 60 years of company’s history the 
strong ability to conciliate the ancient and noble Chinese silk tradition 
with the latest fashion trends. The partnership with Itema dates back 
to 1988. In the past 30 years more than 400 sets of Itema rapier ma-
chines have been installed in their five production plants in Guangxi 
and Shandong province. What makes Itema R9500 and R9000 the 
perfect choice when weaving silk are features such as high speed, 
high efficiency, user-friendliness and energy saving. But as Mr. Liu 
states in his interview, the R9000 “biggest benefit is that the fabric 
woven with machine doesn’t show any defect!”.
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Arihant Textiles is a leading producer of high quality apparel 
fabrics cooperating with the top fashion brands based in 
Ichalkaranji, India.

Part of the secret of its success is choosing the most advanced 
airjet weaving machine on the market today, the Itema airjet A9500p, 
guaranteeing unparalleled flexibility to weave the widest range of fa-
brics – ranging from heavy canvas, shirting and bottom weight – 
ensuring Arihant Textiles to meet the fashion market fast changing 
requests. With more than 200 Itema airjet A9500 and A9500p in-
stalled, Arihant testifies how the Itema airjet technology is the most 
advanced in the market today, guaranteeing to achieve the highest 
production speeds and excellent efficiency rates. 

Watch the Video

Watch the Video

Meet our Brand Ambassador 
Mr Arunkumar Lalwani 
— Arihant Syncotex Mills Managing Director 

confirming—through several repeat orders—the choice. 
With an installed base of more than 400 Itema rapier machines in 
5 state-of-the-art plants, D’Decor produces everyday over 120,000 
sqm of top quality fabrics for homes all around the world. The Ite-
ma R9500 best-in-class rapier machine—in both SK Weft Transfer 
with guided hooks and FPA Weft Transfer with no guiding hooks in 
the shed—allows D’Decor to weave a wide range of furnishing and 
curtain fabrics, with no limitation of patterns and yarns, including 
coarse and delicate weft yarns such as lurex, chenille and linen, just 
to name a few.

Meet our Brand Ambassador 
Mr Ajay Arora - Managing Director of D’Decor - 
and discover how Itema best-in-class 
weaving technology can contribute 
to a Company’s success

Sometimes business is more than a mere commercial 
excahange, but a real win-win relationship. 
This is the case with D’Decor, loyal customer of Itema, renowned 
for its sophisticated furnishing fabrics women—since 
the company’s inception—on Itema rapier weaving machines.

Listening to Mr Ajay Arora, D’Decor Managing Director, you im-
mediately feel what’s behind D’Decor success: the determination 
to offer its Customers only the best. And therein lies the profound 
link between D’Decor and Itema. The cooperation between the two 
Companies dates back to 1999, when D’Decor was founded in Ta-
rapur, Maharashtra, India, starting its production of furnishing fabrics 
on the Itema rapier Super Excel. Since then D’Decor has grown to 
become the world’s largest producer of soft furnishing fabrics and 
has repeatedly shown its confidence in Itema by installing every year 
new weaving machines. In 2013, D’Decor was one of the first com-
panies in India to install Itema’s latest rapier model R9500, testing 
its superior textile performances and higher machine efficiency and 
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Meet our Brand Ambassador 
Mr Mehmet Ali Sürü, 
owner and director of Sürü Tekstil

The art of transforming raw materials into exceptional fabrics 
doesn’t apply to everybody. Especially when the whole process 
is driven by a single, fundamental criterion: efficiency.

And it is exactly what happens at Sürü Tekstil, since 2001 one of 
the most relevant players of the Denizli textile industry district.
The weaving mill is a masterpiece of organization and effective-

ness: more than 300,000 m of fabric woven every month and 
subject to a strict quality control, the ability to quickly switch among 
a wide range of bed sheeting and apparel fabrics and more than 
200 latest generation Itema machines—half airjet A9500 and half 
rapier R9500—running at the highest efficiency rates. This is the 
perfect success recipe and the reason why Itema is proud to list 
Sürü Tekstil as one of its reference Customers in the world.
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Style Denim

Weft Transfer System Rapiers SK UltraLight 

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
Cotton · Ne 8/1 ❙ 22

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
Cotton/Lycra · Ne 10/1 + 78 dtex ❙ 18

Reed width 201 cm

Shedding machine Stäubli Dobby 3060

Highlights • iSAVERTM by ItemaLabTM

• Considerable Energy Saving
• New Tape-Hook System
• New SK UltraLight Rapiers
• Enhanced Itema Shed Geometry
• Optimized Ergonomy
• New Ergonomic Rapier Opener
• ISD – Independent Selvedge Device
• Itema Textile Help for denim fabrics              

on the console
• Latest Generation Touch-Screen Console

Rapier 
220 cm

NEW
Style Women’s Fashion Apparel

Weft Transfer System Rapier FPA—Free Positive Approach 

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
TR (Poly-Viscose) · Ne 32/2 ❙ 18

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
TR (Poly-Viscose) · Ne 40/2 + 40 Den ❙ 20

Reed width 207 cm

Shedding machine New Stäubli Dobby 2678

Highlights • Considerable Energy Saving
• Improved Performances
• Optimized Ergonomy
• Latest Generation Touch-Screen Console

NEW

Rapier 
220 cm

Itema @ ITMA Asia 2018

Weaving Machines Line-Up
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Style Heavy Bath Mat

Weft Transfer System SK Rapiers

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
Ground Cotton · Ne 20/2 ❙ 12
Pile Cotton · Ne 12/2 ❙ 12

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
Cotton · Ne 16/1 ❙ 21

Reed width 265 cm

Shedding machine Stäubli Jacquard LXL 8192 Hooks

Highlights • Positive pile back-rest roller
• Best-in-class in the market to weave heavy 

and complex terry styles
• Electronic and programmable device 

for terry cloth weave ratio and pile height

Rapier 
280 cm

Style Bottom Weight

Weft Transfer System Airjet 

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
Cotton · Ne 16/1 ❙ 32.4

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
Cotton · Ne 16/1 ❙ 22

Reed width 186 cm

Shedding machine Stäubli Cam Motion 1781

Highlights • Double Tandem Nozzle
• iREED®

• ELD—Electronic Leno Device

Airjet 
190 cm

Weaving Machines Line-Up
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Style Coating Fabric

Weft Transfer System SK Rapiers

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
Polyester · 1.000 den ❙ 7.1

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
Polyester · 1.000 den ❙ 6.7

Reed width 535 cm

Shedding machine Stäubli Dobby 3020

Highlights • Warp Tensioner Tailored  
for Technical Fabrics

• Motorized Weft Cutter
• Thermal Cutters

Style Apparel

Weft Transfer System Airjet

Warp Material · Yarn Count ❙ Ends/cm
Cotton · Ne 40/1 ❙ 43.3

Weft Material · Yarn Count ❙ Picks/cm
Cotton · Ne 40/1 ❙ 26

Reed width 126x2  cm

Shedding machine Stäubli Cam Motion 1781

Highlights • New Pneumatic Tuckers for 10 mm 
Selvedges

• Double Width Weaving

Airjet 
280 cm

Rapier

540 cm
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contact@itemagroup.com

Itema is a leading global provider of advanced weaving 
solutions, including best-in-class weaving machines, spare 
parts and integrated services.

For more information about Itema, to contact our Sales 
Team in your country, to learn more about our weaving 
machines or to order spare parts, please visit our website 
www.itemagroup.com
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